Hello, my name is Kyra Becker, Chair of the International Stroke Conference Program Committee. I would like to invite you and your colleagues to submit your science to the 2015 International Stroke Conference and State-of-the-Science Stroke Nursing Symposium. Abstract submission opens May 21st and will close on August 12th. Presenting your science at ISC offers you many benefits including:

- The opportunity to discuss your science with stroke research and practice experts from around the globe.
- Media coverage from around the world which resulted in more than 1 billion media impressions from nearly 1,600 stories for ISC 2013, so your research could have global impact.
- Accepted abstracts will be published online in February 2015 on the American Heart Association’s Stroke journal Web site.

And Junior Investigators - we have several awards for you to apply for when submitting your abstracts including ISC Travel Grant Awards. With 21 abstract categories to select from, there will be the opportunity to present stroke science that will cover all medical professionals – from basic science research to large clinical trials with topics including: prevention, diagnosis, emergency care, interventional treatment, nursing, and rehabilitation. For abstract categories, submission guidelines and additional information, visit strokeconference.org.

The International Stroke Conference is the world’s largest stroke meeting and an ideal forum for communicating your latest research to colleagues from around the world. We look forward to seeing your science at ISC 2015.